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Formula challenge worksheet

With test A answers in Table H5:H23, index retrieves the value by using the number in column C of the row number. This isn't going to be much simpler. This is not the right answer to this challenge, but it is a nice example anyway. Interpretation #2 (correctly) The second interpretation is more complex. C5:E23 is a key that only tells you where to find the
question in Test A. It doesn't indicate a question number, but a kind of index. So, for example, in test B... You can find the #1 in Test A #4 You will find the question #2 test A in position #19 You will find the question #3 test A in position #2 This is a more difficult problem. Instead of telling you which question Test A is in one position, the key is to tell you where
to find the question you're looking for. The formula below is one correct answer to this problem because it returns the answers displayed in the original challenge. =INDEX($H$5:$H$23,MATCH($G 5.C$5:C$23.0)) Note the mixed references inside MATCH that are carefully configured to change as needed when the formula is copied to the entire table. $G 5 -
column is locked, row changes to C$5:C$23 - rows are locked, columns change Curated and checked Lesson planet Answer key Join to use all the materials included In this science table, students name what each of the listed units represents, whether it's distance, time, speed, or acceleration. Then they solve everyone's next word problems and show all
their work. Resource Details Save time and explore the interesting curriculum in your classroom. Assessed and evaluated by trusted, qualified teachers. Try it for free
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